"UP and IN: Seven Keys to Unlocking Your Potential" by Steve Kubicek
Slated for Upcoming National Release
"UP and IN" will be available nationwide on May 14, 2013
BURNS, Tennessee (PRWEB) February 14, 2013 -- Summit Partners LLC announces the upcoming national
release of UP and IN: Seven Keys to Unlocking Your Potential by Steve Kubicek. Up and In (Category:
Christian Inspiration/Motivation/Self-Help/Personal Growth) will be available nationwide in a hardcover
edition (ISBN: 978-0-9848426-0-5, $22.95, 320 pages), a trade paper edition (ISBN: 978-0-9848426-1-2, 320
pages, $19.95) and an eBook edition on May 14, 2013.
Author Steve Kubicek, a successful corporate executive, ordained deacon, and inspiring speaker, created the
book to show readers how to adopt the Up-and-In point of view—a powerful, transformative, uplifted, inspired
mindset that turns down-and-out attitudes upside down. An inventive, inspiring, and invaluable resource, Up
and In has garnered high advance praise, including: “one of the most encouraging books that I have
read…practical and filled with pearls of wisdom”; “a great personal resource”; “a breath of fresh air.”
A powerful book with a simple premise, Up and In presents a self-guided tour to unlocking potential. Drawing
on a wellspring of personal experiences, insights from those who provided inspiration, as well as Biblical
wisdom, Kubicek crafted Up and In, an exceptional collection of 42 daily readings designed to inspire,
encourage, challenge, renew, and uplift.
With gentle humor, uplifting anecdotes, inspiring quotes, and Scripture woven throughout, Up and In takes
readers on a rich, rewarding, and meaningful journey of reflection, discovery, and transformation. Resplendent
with simple truths and powerful personal testimony, timeless Scripture and timely insights, Up and In reveals
the seven keys to unlocking one’s potential. Moreover, each reading includes a special “Discovering Treasure”
recap designed to encourage readers to dig deeper and give thoughtful consideration to the day’s message.
Uplifting and affirming, Up and In addresses such issues as: uncovering true worth and potential; confronting
damaging thinking and habits; developing the tools to rebound from setbacks; outlining the path for discovering
significance and more.
With the deft touch of a true storyteller and an unmistakable faith, Kubicek created a book that is anything but
an ordinary self-help guide: with its conversational, inviting, and warm tone, Up and In is part good friend/
trusted confidant/wise-mentor-in-a-book, part road map to a meaningful life, part inspiring companion—and
wholly enriching. Moving and motivational, thoughtful and thought-provoking, Up and In is an
extraordinary—and extraordinarily valuable—resource.
Steve Kubicek has more than thirty years of U.S. and international sales and marketing experience. As a
successful Fortune 500 corporate executive, Kubicek oversaw billions of dollars in annual sales. With a passion
to inspire and motivate, and a belief that the lessons of experience are precious gifts to be shared for the
encouragement of others, Kubicek authored his first book, UP and IN: Seven Keys to Unlocking Your
Potential. A native of Oklahoma who lived in Louisiana for nearly two decades, Steve Kubicek now resides
near Nashville, Tennessee. For more information, please visit: www.upandinbook.com
UP and IN: Seven Keys to Unlocking Your Potential is distributed to the trade by Advocate Distribution
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Solutions, a Division of Send The Light Distribution. Members of the news media wishing to request additional
information about author Steve Kubicek or an advance review copy of Up and In are kindly asked to contact
Maryglenn McCombs by phone: (615) 297-9875
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Contact Information
Maryglenn Mccombs
MM BOOK PUBLICITY
(615) 297-9875
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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